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Introduction 

This guide provides a detailed overview of the CrownPeak Search Interface, including 

instruction for the creation of new search clients and the maintenance of existing 

clients. 

The Search Interface is fundamentally a different product from the CMS. It has 99% 

custom code (for performance reasons) and therefore uses a completely different 

platform than the CMS.  

The CMS is a MS VBScript, COM and a .NET platform, whereas the Search Interface 

only uses pure C++ and includes an embedded web server (as apposed to Apache or 

IIS). So, nothing except the operating system and the search system are required on 

any machine in order to run the Search system. Because of this customization, 

troubleshooting and enhancing the search system are non-standard and will almost 

always require a deep understanding of the code. 
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Getting Help 

Online Reference 

The entire contents of this document can be found online via the CMS Help menu. 

Please refer to the online version for the latest version of the help system. In 

addition to this User Guide, there are several online links to other sources of 

information, and extensive reporting options. 

Support Numbers 

CrownPeak Technology can be reached at 

13323 Washington Blvd. 

Suite 206 

Los Angeles, CA 90066 

(310) 577-5850 

info@crownpeak.com 

For the best continuity of service, please work with your designated CrownPeak 

Technology contact for all questions.  

Support Policy 

A certain number of service hours are included in each contract. These hours can be 

used for: 

� Updates to result templates 

� Requests pertaining to issues not caused by the Search system 

� Requests for advice on site segmentation, capabilities of the system, etc. 

� Issues arising from changes to spidered website pages 

If an issue is determined to be due to an error in the core Search system (not the 

implementation). the service hours will not be charged for the work. 

New templates will require an extension of the current service agreement. 

Any time above the included service hours will be billed at an hourly rate. 
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Creating a New Web Site Search 

Before you begin, be sure that you have the correct URL to spider (ensure that the 

URL works from the search boxes and not just the office) and that there is something 

to spider. At times, clients provide the URL of staging sites that are not fully linked 

and, as a result, are not currently indexable. You need to ensure that the initial url is 

linked to the rest of the site to some extent in order to start any tests. 

Step One [Create a New Client] 

To create a new client: 

1. Select Accounts > Manage Accounts. 

2. Click Create New Account. 

 

The following fields appear: 

  

3. Complete the desired fields. 

4. Click Create.  

This creates the new account. The account appears in the Account List: 

 

5. Ensure that you have the correct URL to spider.  

 

In order to spider, most staging sites require a username and password that 

need to be added to the Configure > Crawler > URL Entry Points.  
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• If the client uses a non-HTTP authentication technique (like Windows NTML 

Authentication), CrownPeak CANNOT spider their site. Since it is the client’s 

staging site, you will need to ask them to support the basic HTTP 

authentication technique.  

• If they are using cookies for authentication, you can set up that function in 

the Configure > Crawler > URL Cookies interface.  

• If the cookies change once per login, you need to set up this function using 

the Configure >Crawler > Initial Posts interface. Use the login URL and 

arguments to “log” the crawler into the system prior to crawling. 

6. Begin spidering the site while watching the URLs stream by in the Start Crawler 

interface.  

You should look for various issues during crawling: 

• Did we spider enough URLs? Get a page count and check with the client to 

see if we are within the desired range. If we are short, check for JavaScript 

links, Flash links, etc. Also add more links into the entry points to help the 

spider index the entire site. Determine if they have a site map that would be 

a good URL to add as an entry point. 

• Did we spider too many URLs? Look for URL arguments that cause looping of 

the same page but with new arguments that do not change content. To 

reduce these duplicate pages, use the Configure > Crawler > URL Arg Masks 

interface to eliminate certain arguments from being considered when unique 

URLs are determined. 

7. Ensure that the right pages are being spidered.  

Note that by default the crawler respects the robots.txt and meta tags to 

reduce indexing. If pages are missing, check the robots.txt file of their site 

(located at www.domain.com/robots.txt) and/or the meta tags present in each 

page. Try switching them off in the Configure > General interface check boxes 

and re-index the site. 

8. Ensure that pages that should not be indexed are not.  

Often printer versions of pages will be included in the index. These can be 

excluded in the Configure > Crawler > URL Masks interface—using something like 

exclude –print.asp$ which will exclude all pages that end with –print.asp from 

being indexed. 

Once spidering is complete:  

9. Do a quick search test using the Search system’s search box (located at the top 

of the browser). 

This should use the base template and return some results. You are now ready to 

improve the data extracted from the site and tweak the template HTML for the 

search results. 

10. If you create a new account on any machine other than search.crownpeak.com 

(i.e. search5.crownpeak.com) you will need to contact IT in order to configure 

the firewall to point any requests for that account to search5. 

Step Two [Refine the Extracted Data] 

The next tasks involve refining the extracted data. You should start with the title 

extraction.  
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1. Most likely the default process of extracting the title from the HTML 

<title>*</title> tags will not be sufficient. You should remind the client that this 

tag will be used for all other Internet search engines and thus should be as clear 

and clean as possible.  

If this is not possible, you may have to extract other parts of the page for the 

search title. This can be done using the HTML expression syntax. For example, to 

extract a title from H1 tags, use <h1>*</h1> and select htmlex in the Configure 

>Textual> Content Fields interface.  

To default to another tag and then H1, use the | as an OR. For example, 

<h2>*</h2>|<h1>*</h1> would check for h2 first and then, if not found, 

would check for h1 tags. This allows the title to be drawn from the page in 

various places.  

Often clients include the site name in the title tags. It can be removed using the 

[] optional tags. For example, <title>[CrowPeak \|]*</title> would strip the text 

CrownPeak from the title tag if the title tag starts with CrownPeak. Also note the 

use of the \ character to escape characters that may mean other functional items 

(as in the case of a | being an OR). 

Once the title is cleaned up move on to the template.  

2. The default template that is normally used is called result_1. To open the 

template, select Templates > Search Results #1. There are 20 templates on 

which to work. These are all referenced using their filename in the URL just after 

the cpt_search folder.  For example: 

http://search.crownpeak.com/cpt_search/result_1?args 

This default template provides for a simple search of the title and body for the 

specified keyword(s). From this template, you can change the HTML surrounding 

the results to better reflect the site look and feel. 
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Adding a Field To Be Displayed in the Search 

Results 

Most clients want more than just the basic search result template. Typically, they 

need some additional information displayed in the search results, such as a date or 

category. For this to happen, the Search system needs to know how to access those 

pieces of information from the web site.  

Anything you want the Search system to display must be present in the web site in 

some form. If the web site does not contain the information the client desires, it 

needs to be added. Usually, the most straightforward way to achieve this is in the 

form of a meta tag. For example, here is a date metatag:  

<meta name=”doc_date” content=”03/22/2008”> 

Steps 

To extract this information during indexing: 

1. Select Configure > Textual > Content Fields.  

2. Add doc_date, Date, Document Meta Tags into the interface: 

 

3. Click Save. 

The Search system looks for a meta tag with the name doc_date and extracts it 

as part of the document. This then becomes a field of the document in much the 

same way as the title tag does when it is extracted as part of the document.  

Note: You need to use the same name as the meta tag. If you want to use a 

different name, enter publish_date, Date, Document Text, HTML ExPR and <meta 
name=”doc_date” content=”*”>. This, for example, commands the Search 

system to look for that HTML expression and extract whatever is in the “*” area 

and call that information the “publish_date” field.  

You need to re-index the site to get those new fields. Using the Start Crawler 

interface, you might be able to select the second radio option, Cache Only, 

assuming the meta tags were already published. If not, choose the first slower 

option, Cache: 
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Printing the Results 

Once these fields have been extracted, you can use <# result.publish_date #> to 

print out the number in the appropriate place in the search template.  

In this example, since you are working with a date, you probably want to use the 

PRINT tag to format the date correctly: 

<# print value=”result.publish_date” type=”date” format=”Mon DD, YYYY”#> 

Note: For other non-date fields you may want to display them directly. 

At times, the field to display will not be present in the document text. To add a field 

into each document use the Configure > Crawler > URL MetaData interface to add a 

field based on a URL pattern. Once you have added a field to this page, you must 

also add it to the Content Fields interface to have that information added to a page 

during indexing. Once re-indexed, this field is then accessible in the same way as the 

other fields. 
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Providing Login Information to Spider a Web 

Site 

There are many ways to password-protect a web site. Each technique requires 

different configurations to work correctly.  

Note: If the client chooses NTLM authentication, CrownPeak cannot spider the web 

site. They should switch to basic authentication for the spider to work. 

Basic Authentication 

This is the easiest to set up in the Search system. To use this method: 

1. Select Configure > Crawler > URL Entry Points. 

2. Enter the Username and Password next to the URLs: 

 

3. Click Save. 

Cookie-Based Authentication 

With cookie-based authentication, a site is normally set up to allow access to users 

that have a certain cookie set.  

If the authentication method uses a static cookie (such as logged_in=1): 

1. Select Configure > Crawler > URL Cookies. 

2. Enter logged_in and 1 into that interface: 

 

3. Click Save. 

This entry instructs the Search system to construct a cookie based on the entered 

values and send it to the site web server as if a browser had sent it. This allows 

the Search system to index that site. 

Dynamic Cookies 

If the authentication method requires a dynamic cookie that either depends on the 

username/password of the user logged in, or on other changing attributes, you must 

instruct the search interface to simulate a user login. To do this: 
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� Select Configure > Crawler > Initial Posts.  

Use the URL that the username/password requesting page would post to.  

Note: This is not the URL of the page that displays the username and password, 

but where that page posts to. You should view the source of that page to find the 

appropriate URL and what other arguments need to be set to complete a 

successful login. For example, the username is sometimes called user, 

user_name, name, or id—and most likely differs in each site. Also be aware of 

other fields that need to be set for the login to trigger. This requires some trial 

and error. 

Testing the Login 

To test the login: 

� Select the Start Crawler interface and start crawling the site.  

Note: Pay attention to any red text at the top of the page that displays the initial 

logins. They will not indicate success or failure. The only way you will know if the 

login worked or not is if more pages are suddenly being indexed. 

IP-Based Restriction 

IP-based restrictions prevent certain IP address from accessing the site. You should 

work with the client IT staff to permit access to 170.224.68.60 to allow the Search 

system to access their site. 
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Creating Multiple Searches Per Result Page  

This is often seen as Categorical Search. The default search template (result_1) 

contains a single search at the top of the page—using the search tag. In order to 

perform multiple searches on a page (required if, for example, you wish to first 

search Press_Releases, then Events, then Store and then finally Articles), you will 

have to perform four separate searches and display the results one by one. This can 

result in a very large template unless you use other templates to contain code 

segments that are then included into the right location using the Include tag. 

The standard approach is to repeat the default search x number of times per 

segment. This assumes each section of the web site has been segmented using some 

variable. For example, let’s assume that category has four values that indicate which 

page belongs to which category:  

� press  

� event  

� store  

� article  

The template would then be: 

<# search category=”press” #> 

.. code to print out the results .. 

<# search category=”event” #> 

.. code to print out the results .. 

<# search category=”store” #> 

.. code to print out the results .. 

<# search category=”article” #> 

.. code to print out the results .. 

If all the results are formatted the same way, the code to print out the results could 

be located in another template and included in your main template using the 

following code in each of the four spots: 

<# include template=”results_code”#> 

This makes the template easier to maintain since you will only have one copy of the 

HTML in another template instead of four copies in the current one. 

Note: In some cases, the total number of results should be printed at the top before 

any of the searches are actually performed. If this is required, use the Assign tag to 
save all the results to a variable and print out that variable at a later time: 

<# assign variable=”hold_text”#> 

<# search category=”press” #> 

… 

<# /assign#> 

… print global results … 

<# hold_text #> 
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Debugging a Missing Page 

One of the most common issues that clients face is missing pages that do not come 

up in the search results. In most cases, the problem occurs because the search page 

is missing from the index.  

To debug this issue: 

1. Select Reports > Textual > URL Report. 

2. Enter the URL of the missing page: 

 

� If you get a response from the search interface, verify that the URL is actually 

the one you are looking for (since this interface also displays near matches).  

� If the system responds with the correct page, the page is in the index but most 

likely excluded from the search results. Check this by removing all the 

segmentation criteria (such as date and category) from the search tag in the 

template and run the query again. If the missing page comes up, you should 

check what segmentation attributes are causing the page to not be displayed. 

This happens due to misspellings in categories, incorrect formatted dates, or 

other typos in the data. 

� If the page is not in the index, go to Reports > Crawler Reports > Crawl Log and 

search for the missing URL. Note that this report can be quite large, so give it 

some time to download before using your browser search feature to find the URL. 

If the URL is in this list, ensure that it is not being excluded due to URL masks or 

robot meta tags.  
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� If the URL is not in this list, it most likely is not linked by another page in the web 

site. You should ask the client to create at least one site map page that can be 

included in the search URLs to ensure that this and other missing pages are 

indexed. Note that this site map URL can then be added to the URL entry points 

and do not have to be linked within the site. If it is not linked-to from the site, 

then external search engines also cannot find these missing pages. 

Note: The most common problem is that the page is simply not linked to another 

page. Remember that the search crawler only finds pages that are linked to other 

pages. It is assumed that the URL_entry points point to pages that will ultimately 

link to all other pages in the site. If this is not the case, pages will not be found. 

This is also the case with Internet search engines that also are not spidering the 

entire site. 
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Keeping the Search Template Look and Feel 

Up-to-Date 

One of the most common search page errors occurs when the look and feel of the 

site or surrounding navigation is changed without updating the search page HTML 

located on a different system. This can cause an inconsistent experience for users—

and even cause users to click on non-existent links from within the search result 

page. 

There are several ways to automatically keep the search result page current with the 

rest of the site.  

� The easiest approach is to have the client CMS or publishing system produce a 

blank search result page that exists on their site. This would most likely be part 

of any update that happens in the system.  

The middle of this page where the search results appear would contain a 

JavaScript tag such as the following: 

<script language="JavaScript"> 

  document.write('<'+'script language="JavaScript" 

src="http://search.crownpeak.com/cpt_search/result_1?'+location.search+'&f
ormat=js&account=43d94dd06921" /></'+'script>'); 

</script> 

<noscript>JavaScript must be enabled for search to work 
properly</noscript> 

 

This JavaScript tag calls our Search system and pulls in the results based on the 

query provided by the user. All arguments that come into this page via HTML 

forms are passed to this remote page. The Search system then automatically 

escapes out the response text, becoming JavaScript print statements that then 

populate the page with the appropriate results and set up all links to point back 

to that wrapping page. 

This solution is the easiest for developers to do and also allows more control by 

the client on the surrounding look and feel of the search results page.  

Note: The client should point all search forms to this page on their site instead of 

using the Search system’s URL. 

� The second approach to ensure that navigation keeps up-to-date with the rest of 

the site is to import a page within the client web site that best reflects the 

surrounding navigation that appears on the search results page.   

This can be accomplished by getting the URL of the proposed navigation (the 

About Us page in a web site is often good for this) and using the Configure > 

Textual > URL Includes interface to specify that URL and the HTMLex expression 

that is used to remove the body of the page. This import then happens on an 

hourly basis and keeps the template current. 

Note: For the template to use this template, you have to specify it as a wrap, 
using the include tag at the top of the template page. A wrap is functionally 

similar to including a header and footer file to create the page navigation. This 

technique can be used to pull in a specially published search results page on the 
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client’s web site (which would be a hybrid technique of the above two 

techniques). 

� The final method (which is the most difficult for the client) is to return XML 

results by configuring the search results template and have the client create a 

dynamic script that executes an HTTP request to the Search system from their 

machine.  

This approach provides the search results as an XML string to be parsed by 

whatever system the client chooses on their site. All formatting and display is 

then their responsibility. The positive effect of this server-side based XML query 

is that the end user has no knowledge that a secondary machine is being used to 

produce the search results. This technique is very easy for CrownPeak to 

maintain, since only XML is produced—but it does require that the client have 

sufficient technical resources to perform this kind of integration.  

A hybrid model of this method can also be accomplished where the Search 

system produces HTML instead of XML, and the client-side server-side script 

simply prints back the results of the query. This allows the Search system to 

create the result display but provides the client with some control over layout and 

content placement. The approach is also easier on the client since no XML parsing 

is required, and it still provides the server-side protection from the end user. 
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Incorporating Search into the Web site 

Traditional Method 

In this approach, templates in their entirety are created and exist only in the Search 

system. All HTML for the navigation and site branding need to exist as part of the 

template.  

The client has to change all HTML forms to point to the Search system with the 

required “account” information. The user sees the URL change to our Search system 

and will be redirected back to the appropriate site once they click on a search result. 

This is the easiest solution for the client, but the most demanding solution for 

CrownPeak since we need to analyze their site HTML to get it to work within the 

search context. 

Traditional Template Pull 

This approach is similar to the traditional method above, but the search result page 

template is pulled from the web site using the URL Include functionality. This allows 

the client some control over the site brand and navigation, and allows the search 

result template to contain only the search result HTML (as opposed to the entire 

navigation).  

This method normally works well, but can occasionally suffer due to import failures 

where the links are not absolute and cannot be resolved to point to the right 

location. 

JavaScript Include  

In this approach, the client creates a search results page and places a JavaScript 

include in the area of the page where the search results should appear. The client 

has to change all form submits to point to their page, and the end user does not see 

the URL change, as it will still be a page on their site.  

This method allows the client to control the site navigation and branding using 

minimal HTML within the search results placed in the search template. It is an easy 

solution for both parties and is the most popular technique.  

The disadvantages are that the end user might experience a slight delay as the page 

is rendered since the Search system is only queried when the page is rendered. Thus 

additional delays could be visible. 

Server-Side Gateway 

In this approach, the client creates a dynamic search results page (using php, asp, 

etc.) to issue an HTTP query to our Search system. The Search system template then 

either produces XML or simply generates HTML that is fed back to this gateway page. 

The gateway page then needs to perform some replacements to tweak links and then 

replies to the client browser with this information.  

This backend solution allows total control over the content that the Search system 

provides, and shields the end user from ever knowing that another system is used 

for the search results. It is the easiest solution from CrownPeak’s perspective, but 
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the hardest solution for a client due to the additional technical resources required to 

write this gateway page.  

Note: Several functions such as jump pages, which reply with redirects, will also 

need to be handled by the gateway script—or ignored, with that functionality not 

being implemented. 
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Dealing with Pagination 

Many sites break up their pages into multiple pages to reduce the bandwidth 

requirements for their end users and better segment their stories. This pagination, 

however, can create search result issues since the successive pages have the same 

title as the first page of the article. As a result, there appears to be duplication in the 

search results if one simply looks at the title. To reduce this undesired effect, you 

can experiment with two potential solutions. 

� If the site has a “print only” version of the page, you can detect that version and 

configure the search to only index that page (as opposed to all pages in the 

system). This then prevents page1, page2, etc. from appearing in the results 

since only the print version (which is assumed to be a single large page) will 

appear.  

Note: When you produce the search results page with the URL, you need to 

replace the URL (using the replace tag) to switch the URL from the print page to 

page 1 of the article. This assumes that the naming is consistent between the 

print page and page 1 of the article. If it is not, try requesting that the URL of the 

article be placed in the print page. Then, extract that URL using the content fields 

and print it as the URL instead of the actual print page URL. 

� The second way to deal with pagination is to eliminate everything that is not a 

first page from the index. Since most of the relevant terms are used in the first 

page of the article, the subsequent pages can be ignored (from the perspective of 

the Search system). This can be set up using the Configure > Crawler > URL 

Masks interface where you need to specify the paginated URL formats.  

For example, 2.asp$ 3.asp$ 4.asp$ would be used to trap any pages that end 

with those numbers. Normally, the pagination of articles follows a structured 

format that can be partially recognized and triggered against.  

Note: This technique does not require a replace on the URL during search result 

output. 
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Working with PDF Titles 

Non-HTML documents always cause trouble when it comes to what title to use to 

best represent the document. All PDF’s, Word documents, etc. have embedded titles 

in them—but these titles are not obvious to the end user creating the document. 

Because of this, these titles are not often used, specified, or they simply contain the 

wrong title for the current document.  

The internal titles can easily be seen by right-clicking on the document in a Windows 

file system and selecting properties. The title is in the Summary tab. The Search 

system extracts the titles by default and uses them as the titles of the documents. 

Again, however, these titles are almost always not representative of the document—

and often completely wrong.  

There are several ways to deal with this issue: 

� Ask the client to correct the title. This is the best solution in terms of assuring 

accuracy, but the least popular approach from the client perspective since it often 

requires a significant amount of work.  

� Use the auto title extraction feature of the Search system. The Search system will 

analyze a document and look for the best title for the document based on the 

layout of the document. Titles normally appear on page one, be short sentences 

(normally with no end punctuation) and appear in title case. If these and other 

heuristics are met, the Search system remembers that sentence as the possible 

title. This method usually achieves a reasonable degree of success, but 

sometimes creates longer sentences that could be improved upon by a human 

reader. It is, nevertheless, better than what is available by default. 

� Often the documents come from a CMS-type publishing system. Because of this, 

the title is in the CMS but just not embedded in the associated word document. 

In this case, the CMS needs to publish a small data file that exists next to the 

actual document whose contents contain the title to use. For example, a small 

XML file could contain:  

<root><title>This is my title</title></root> 

 

This file could exist with the filename http://www.domain.com/path/filename.doc.xml 

which would then be configured in the Configure > Crawler > URL MetaFile 

interface to combine the two files as if they were one.  

Using the content fields, you can then extract the title tag as the title of the 

document—which would override the existing one and clean up the title. This 

technique is ideal when used with a CMS system where the title is a required field 

during document submission and the embedded title in the document is not 

necessarily correct. 

� Often the link within a HTML page to a word or binary document surrounds some 

text that describes the document. This link text can be used as the title of the 

document in search results.  

The side effect of creating a link that end users can read is that text that 

describes the document is often used (otherwise the user would not know what 

link they are clicking on). The Search system can grab this link text and 

automatically associate the text with the linked-to binary document and use that 

text as its title. This is done automatically and is exposed as a result.link_text 
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when printing out the search results. It is often a nice solution to providing binary 

documents with good titles if the text that reflects the document is hyperlinked. 

This, however, is not always the case. 
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Identifying Index Update Failures When 

Search Encounters Many More or Many Less 

Documents 

Each time the crawler runs, it compares the final page count with the previous index. 

If the page count is significantly more or less than the previous day’s count, it does 

not update the index. This is by design, to prevent a site search index from being 

updated when a drastically different situation has been encountered.  

For example, if the site suddenly fails in the middle of an index, the page count is 

much less than the previous day. If the index were to be updated, half the site might 

not be accessible in that day’s searches. That, of course, would not be an acceptable 

outcome.  

Additionally, clients often make updates to their sites that suddenly cause a recursive 

looping (often seen in calendar applications where the “next month” never stops and 

returns pages to infinity). This causes the page count to increase drastically but with 

unneeded or unwanted pages. 

Most web sites grow and shrink relatively slowly over time. If a 100-page web site 

suddenly increases to 150 (adding 50 pages), it is considered a significant change. 

However, if a 10,000 page site increases to 10,050, this would not be seen as a 

significant growth, relatively speaking. 

Of course, there are times where this heuristic check fails. For example, when a site 

is updated with a new look and feel, it often changes the page count. In these cases, 

you need to log in to the administration system and override the check.  

Once you log in, you see a red error message indicating that this situation exists with 

an override button. Press that button to command the crawler to not perform this 

check. You can then re-crawl the site to update the complete index. 
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Removing Pages that Should Not Appear in a 

Search 

To remove individual pages that should not be in the index, go directly to the 

Configure > Results > Enable/Disable URL interface: 

 

You can use this interface to immediately remove a URL from being returned in the 

search results.  

Note:  You also need to add this URL, or its path to the URL masks, to prevent it 

from being included back into the index during the next daily index. 

There have been many cases where the Search system contained pages that should 

not have been included. These pages might still be linked-to from someone in the 

site—either from an old site map or due to a file system crawl. Often the CMS may 

not remove the file from the site and therefore the Search system picks up on that 

file and includes it in the current search index.  

To prevent this from happening, you can define a meta tag within the Search 

system. Or, you can use some other extractable date within each page that lets the 

Search system know when this page has “expired” and that it should not be indexed. 

This field has to be defined in the Configure > Textual > Content Fields interface 

using the name retire_date. It is a special field that the Search system understands 

as being the date to remove a document from the index.  

For example: 

<meta name="retire_date" content="03/03/08"/> 

 

If present in a page, this code commands the search indexer to not index this page 

after March 3, 2008. 

Note: You need to define how this field is extracted. The above shows a meta tag 

example, but this retire_date might even be part of the HTML text in the document 

and extracted out another way. 
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Dealing with Server Errors 

It is important to recognize that small errors are common during crawling, and that 

such errors do not threaten the stability of the overall site. Most often, one or two 

pages suddenly may not be returned correctly by the web server. This is, however, 

potentially catastrophic for the search indexer, since a key page that links to a much 

larger part of the site might not be returned. When this happens, a large part of the 

site might not be available in the next index (assuming only a few pages went 

missing). 

To remedy spurious results from a site’s web server, the search system—upon 

receiving a 404 error (document not found) or certain other HTTP errors (500’s)—

first checks its cache and uses a previous copy as the valid page to continue 

indexing. While not ideal, this solution does allow most of the rest of the linked-to 

pages to still be indexed and only causes those new pages as of that day to not be 

indexed. Hopefully, the error is fixed by the next day and the pages are then 

indexed. 

This also happens if the web server is overloaded by the spider, and might start 

sending back failure messages even though the page exists and should be possible 

to be returned. 

Note: This technique is NOT like Google’s technique of always indexing any past 

URLs regardless of if they are linked in the site or not. This error technique only uses 

the cache if a linked-to page comes up with an error that has not been an error in 

the past. If the cached version also indicates an error, then an error is returned and 

recorded as such. 
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Crawling File Systems and Databases 

Many client sites are not fully interlinked regardless of the fact that external search 

systems like Google will also not be indexing the client’s entire site. We strongly 

recommended that clients in this position address the problem. In these cases, other 

techniques besides creating a site map should be employed specifically to the 

CrownPeak Search engine to provide full site search. 

The most common approach, instead of crawling the web site, is to use a dynamic 

script to crawl the file system and generate an HTML page that links to the file. This 

technique requires a server side script on the client site (such as ASP or PHP) that 

lists each file in the current folder as a full URL and constructs a URL that points to 

itself to explore, in a recursive manner, the folders within the current folder. This 

structure, when presented to the Search system as an entry point, ensures that the 

entire file system is indexed by the Search system.  

Note: You need to ensure that the file crawler pages are not indexed, but only 

followed by the search engine to ensure that they do not appear as search results 

themselves. Also, this index may include files that are not linked, but have not been 

removed from the site due to a deletion or removal error by a CMS. (See Removing 

Pages that Should Not Appear in a Search.) 

This same technique is required to crawl database content. A client should write a 

dynamic page with a single entry point that can query their database and present the 

results in a way that the Search system can index or can extract relevant 

information. So, the Search system will not attach to a database and automatically 

search the contents. A gateway script needs to be written to access the database 

and present the appropriate formatted content to the Search system via a known 

web URL. 
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Determining How Many Pages Can Be 

Indexed 

The Search system achieves its speed by storing all content in memory. This allows 

for maximal response time and allows a single machine to respond rapidly to many 

clients at once. Currently, the machines have more than enough CPU to handle the 

client user query load very easily. 

The Search system is limited by the amount of memory available on the search box. 

The maximum threshold is 4 Gigs and cannot be increased without switching to a 64-

bit architecture. This would require a total QA check of all (int) and (long) casts in 

the search source code to ensure that the right number of bits are still expected.  

Note: An (int) and a (long) on a 32-bit system are treated as the same size; this is 

not the case on a 64-bit system. In addition, the database structure would need to 

be expanded to address 64 bits as apposed to the 32-bit limitation currently 

assumed by the system. This would require a change to the database memory 

allocation and would invalidate all current databases. While possible, this change 

would take a couple of months to ensure accuracy and track down every change that 

would not be an obvious error. 

Given this limitation, it is hard to estimate how many pages the Search system can 

handle. The reason is that pages are very different in size, which means the packed 

memory requirement for storing pages varies tremendously from site to site. 

However, we have historically estimated the number to be around 50,000 pages. 

Sites below that page count rarely have issues. Sites with about that page count 

constantly run out of memory and have issues during indexing. 

As mentioned, if the page size is very small (for example, a page just includes a 

couple lines of text), the number can go up to 100,000 if needed. The actual count is 

not restricted—only the memory storage requirements are. 
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Performing a Search  

To perform a search:  

1. Type a word or phrase into the search text box. 

2. Click Search. 

The Search system first tries to match the entire phrase, then individual words in 

the phrase.  

• Phrases can include words and numbers.  

• Capitalization doesn't matter. 

• Punctuation will be ignored. 

• Single letters will also be ignored. 

Examples 

Here are some examples of searching using a query: 

� Query: stock market 

Returns documents with the phrase stock market, then stock and market, then 

stock or market, then each individual word in the phrase. 

� Query: stock markets  

Returns documents with the variations listed above and also searches for market 

and markets. 

� Query: 2000 

Returns documents that contain the number 2000. 

� Query: stock market 2000   

Returns documents with the phrase stock market 2000, then stock and market 
and 2000, then stock or market or 2000. 

To match your search query exactly, use quotation marks around your search term. 

For example: 

� Query: “stock market" 

Returns documents with the exact phrase stock market, in that order. 

To ensure that results contain all words in your query, precede the word with a plus 

sign (+). For example: 

� Query: +stock market 

Returns documents with the word stock, but may not include the word market 
after the first few documents. 

� Query: +stock +market 

Returns documents with the word stock and the word market, but the words can 

be separated by other words and may not occur in that order. 
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To remove documents with specific words, precede the word with a minus sign (-). 

For example: 

� Query: -stock market price 

Returns documents that do not contain the word stock, but will contain market 
and price, or either market or price. 

� Query: -stock +market price 

Returns documents that do not contain the word stock, do contain the word 

market, and may not include the word price. 
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Understanding SEO Best Practices 

� A page's title is king. Have a good title for each page that is as unique as possible 

from all other pages. This helps users identify the page and gives search engines 

more words on which to feed. The page title is singularly the most important 

aspect of making a search engine happy.  

Do not include a company name in the title (like “Colorado.com – About Us”).  

This would reduce the content quality of the title (most search engines will 

include the URL as results so end users know to which site they are linking). If 

the company name must be included, place it at the end of the title instead of at 

the beginning. 

� Do not cram every known keyword into the title since each word typically 

contributes on a level relative to how many words are in the title. So if you use 

"my page about this and that" versus "this that," the second title will result in 

"this" ranking higher than in the first title. Shorter more precise titles are more 

powerful than longer titles. 

� Choose appropriate search keywords and sprinkle them throughout the site. 

Users find pages by using keywords. Selecting good keywords that users type 

into search engines will increase your site traffic. 

� For your major keywords, construct a page within your site that surrounds this 

keyword. These can be thought of as keyword entry pages. If your site has a 

good overall rank, then constructing pages that target certain keywords will help 

guide traffic.  

� Ensure that each page has a Meta Description tag. This tag is indexed by most 

search engines and also may be used as a general description/summary of the 

page. You can be more verbose in this tag than with the title tag. Do not worry 

about the Keyword Meta tag since most search engines do not use that tag (like 

Google). 

� Use header tags <H1>, <H2>, etc. instead of span, div, or font tags. Most 

search engines assume words in header tags are more relevant to the page than 

if the words are in span or div tags. Using stylesheets, you can still get the same 

visual effects while helping the search spiders better rank your page. Be sure that 

each page not only has text within <title> tags, but also has a displayed title that 

is wrapped in <h1> or <h2> tags. 

� Use keywords in page file names. Even file names are indexed and can help your 

ranking. Use dashes (-) for spaces since Google will break a filename into 

individual words and index those as part of a page. Again, the more descriptive 

and unique a filename the better. Also. if you're heavily invested in images, be 

sure all image file names include keywords that describe the image. 

� Get as many links to your site from external sites as possible, but make sure 

you're in good company. Having thousands of links from GeoCities is not 

particularly beneficial—and quite possibly could harm your site. 

� If you have images, be sure to use ALT="[image description here]" since search 

engines will index that text. If you want to come up in image searches, this is 

one of the best ways to ensure that Google Images can find your image/site. If 

your navigation is in DHTML or Flash, be sure to include a secondary navigation 

(perhaps at the bottom of the page) that is linked text only. 
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� When you link to other pages within your site, be sure to use words descriptive of 

the linked page. This linked text is often used as keywords for that page by 

spiders. So, do not use "click here," "download it," or "read more," or other 

expressions that are not descriptive of the linked page. Links always provide 

another opportunity to add relevant words to pages and should be used wisely. 

� Include a static site map to ensure that any search engine can spider your site. 

Most search engines will spider dynamic URLs like /page.php?id=556 but will 

have strict requirements on the length of arguments (but not the number) and 

may not be able to realize that both /page.php?id=556&extra=66 may actually 

link to the same page. In this case you will get duplicates which don't do much 

for end users and can reduce the effectiveness of your site. 

� Use a robots.txt file and page meta robots tags to show Google around your site 

and eliminate indexing those pages that would add noise to search results.  

� Ensure that your site has a glossary and that it is called "glossary." If you type in 

"What is X" into Google, it checks for pages identified as glossary pages and will 

return an answer as the first result. 

� Use text instead of graphical images whenever possible. Google can't read 

images. 

� Validate your HTML. Having good HTML will ensure that spiders can correctly 

extract links. Remember to use "" when URLs have spaces in them! 

� Avoid frames whenever possible. 
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Getting More Results Per Results Page 

To get more results per results page, use the pagesize setting in the search tag 

and set it to something like pagesize=20. 
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Segmenting Search Results 

You can segment page results (partitioning, dividing, filtering, etc.) in several 

different ways. The main object is to create a single field that specifies the 

documents to be searched on as being different than the rest of the web site. 

Meta Field 

You can extract a specific meta field (such as category) if the web site has one. Each 

page then has a specific category that can be specified in the search tag on the 

search results page (either hard coded or using a cgi.category parameter) to cause 

the search results to return only documents with that meta field value. This 

effectively segments the web site into different parts.  

Note: You have to set up this extraction in the content fields interface and specify 

the category values EXACTLY as specified in the meta tags. You can review the 

possible values by viewing Reports > Textual > Content Fields > [click on your field], 

which returns back all the extracted values for that field in a list. Any values not on 

this list, if used, return back zero results. 

Folder 

It is possible to segment the site based on the folder in which a document resides. 

For example, if all articles exist in the /articles/ folder, this can be used as a 

segmentation field.  

To set up the segmentation, use the Configure > Crawler > URL MetaData interface 

to add a specific field based on a specified URL (see the help on the interface page 

about how to specify that format): 
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Once a field is specified (for example, let’s say myfolder), you also need to add this 

field to the Configure > Textual > Content Fields interface as a URL Meta Data field—

otherwise it is not populated during indexing.  

Note: You are required to supply a value for that field in the URL meta data 

interface. You would use multiple entries to specify different myfolder values for 

different URL parts of the web site. Each value that you use (just make them up as 

needed) is then attached to any documents that fall under those URLs. These values 

are then used in the search tag to segment the site into different parts based on URL 

path information. Once indexed, the URL meta fields look and behave as all other 

content fields. 

Extracted Fields 

Often an HTML page contains information within it that can be used for 

segmentation. For example, breadcrumbs may be used for this purpose. You might 

be able to use the HTMLEX features of the content fields to extract out a specific 

breadcrumb (for example, the top-most level) and use the extracted values once 

again within the search tag, within the template, to segment the results.  

Note: If the breadcrumbs are extracted using HTML snippets (for example, the first 

level breadcrumb might be surrounded by <span class=”level1”></span> tags) and 

those snippets change, the Search system is no longer able to find those HTML 

snippets and segment the site correctly. This particularly happens if the site is ever 

redesigned and the HTML changed. If you can use a meta field or a folder path, try 

to use those first. If not (for example, if the client refuses to add the meta field or 

does not have a good site folder structure), then only use the HTML page extraction 

to create a segmentation field. 

Also, a minus sign can be prefixed to a segmented category (e.g., LIST data type) to 

swap the result to all those pages that do not have that value specified. 

The Content Fields report will help you understand how many pages are falling into 

the appropriate categories. This can be a useful debugging tool to ensure that the 

extraction process is working correctly, or if too many/few results are being returned 

by the Search system. 
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Removing Navigation Elements from Results 

Navigation elements (links to the Home page, About Us, Articles, etc.) tend to pollute 

search results with words that are not helpful in describing the page. To improve the 

results of searches that are contained within the navigation, you should remove the 

navigation text from the indexable “body” of the document. This can be 

accomplished in several ways: 

� Specify “body” as one of the Content fields. This reserved field defines the main 

searchable content of the page. When this field is not defined, it will default to 

the entire HTML page (of course, HTML is removed during processing with only 

text words remaining).  

When specifying the “body” as a field, use a HTMLEx to reduce the entire page to 

a subset. This is often accomplished by looking for div or span tags that define 

the body of the page. For example, <div id=”main_content”>*</div> is added 

by the CMS or HTML developers to add a specific style to the main page content. 

When using this extract, you focus the search results on just that portion of the 

page and ignore all the additional navigation text around the page body.  

Note: This is an ideal circumstance. It is not always possible to uniquely 

determine the body of the page using HTML tags. 

� If the above method fails, use the Configure >Textual > No Index interface to 

define HTML expressions of content that you do not want added into the body: 

 

Basically, if you cannot define what should be searched in number 1, you might 

be able to help reduce the word pollution by telling the Search system what not 

to index instead. In this circumstance, you are instead looking for HTML that 

defines the header/footer of a page that frequently contains navigation 

information.  

For example, many pages include something like <table id=”footer”>*</table> 

that can be used to not index the footer of the page, which will skip part of the 

navigation. Using multiple HTML exclusion rules, you can start to clean up the 

results a little. 

Note: For an example of this kind of problem, try searching for “copyright” on 

any search system. This is a common term used in a page footer that is indexed 

as part of the page content. In most sites, this is not a huge issue unless the web 

site happens to include a section about copyright law. The use of the word 

copyright on every page in a web site effectively makes that a noise word or a 

word that is used too frequently to add any effective segmentation of web site 

pages to reduce the search results. 
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How to Effectively Translate Category 

Numbers into Words 

Occasionally, a meta field or extracted text only indicate a numeric or non-legible 

piece of content that needs to be translated into more meaningful text before being 

presented back to the user. This often happens if a product or page has a specific 

category code associated with that page. The end user searching the web site would 

not be familiar with that category code and would not understand its relevance.  

In such cases, the basic solution would require multiple IF statements to translate 

the numeric ID to text. For example: 

<# if results.category=”20”#> 

  Articles 

<#else#> 

  <# if results.category=”21”#> 

    Products 

  <#else#> 

    <# if results.category=”22”#> 

      Photos 

    <#/if#> 

  <#/if#> 

<#/if#> 

 

However, these statements can quickly grow out of control. To reduce the 

complexity, you can use the Configure > Textural > Mapping to translate any field 

into another piece of text: 

 

 

In the above example, you would use the following configuration: 
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20 – “Articles” 

21 – “Products” 

22 – “Photos” 

This approach is much more manageable. You would then use the map tag to insert 

the translated text into the template page at the appropriate location. 

 


